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1. (S/NF/Sf:::) The target accessed was a large ship with long, straight 

sides, a rounded rear end and bluntly pointed nose (see trackers, page lOA). 

It appears to be green on top and grey underneath (see sketch, page 7). 

2. (S/NF/Sf:::) There are contraband drugs in the form of a which crystalline 

powder located within the ship. These drugs are marked ~6 on the front and 

side view trackers on page lOA. 

2. (S/NF/SK) There is a short, blond headed man at one of the railings who 

is worried about what might happen to him. He appears to be somehow related 

to a secreted and private supply of contraband drugs about which the other 

people on the ship do not know. These drugs are not of the same material as 

the other, but are made of a coarse, light and dark brown mixture. These 

drugs are marked #7 on the two trackers on page lOA. 

3. (S/NF/Sf:::) The results of the tasking, °Where in the U.S. will the drugs 

make landfall?" are shown on the probe map, page l2A. Multiple places were 

found, but two stood out more prominantly than others: The strongest was on 

the western side of Southern Florida, just south of Tampa. The next 

strongest was on the eastern side of Southern Florida, slightly to the south 

of Miami. 
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